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Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice. Illustrations can be shown with extra equipment.

Standard equipment:

Start/stop function The start/stop function ensures that the spreading 
follows the motion of the vehicle. All spreading stops 
when the vehicle stops moving.

Tarpaulin cover A folded cover keeps the material dry and thereby 
indirectly improve the spreading accuracy.

Safety net/grid A net is placed on the top of the spreader to restrict 
access into the auger - thereby reducing risk of injuries. 
The net has an easy lock system, which makes it easy 
to remove if you need to get access to the auger. 

Holes for forklift The spreader is constructed with two holes in the 
bottom which allows for attachment or detachment by 
a forklift or similar. Thereby the spreader can easily be 
stored on warehouse racks or similar when not in use.

Stirrer The stirrer prevents blocking, crushes lumps and en-
sures precise and uniform spreading - and thereby even 
thawing of the ground. Made of hardened Hardox steel 
the stirrer fingers are extremely robust.

Extra equipment (options):

Stand A stand for attaching/detaching the salt and sand 
spreader. The stand has wheels, making it easy to 
move the spreader into storage without heavy lifting. 
The stand is the same as the one used for the suction 
sweeper - just use the included adaptor. In case you 
have a stand already, the adaptor can be bought 
separately.  

Ladder For easy inspection of spreader.

Flash light Flash light on the salt and sand spreader ensures an 
extra safety parameter.

Rear working light The operator can inspect and adjust the spreading disc 
when working in dark conditions.

Auger cover for 
vacuum salt

The cover ensures that tiny material such as vacuum 
salt, does not just run out of the spreader, which reduc-
es the waste and increase the operation efficiency.

Turf tires 2) Though they are named turf tires they are also excel-
lent for winter driving. The way the thread pattern is 
designed means you will have a minimum of snow build 
up in the tire thread. This allows for a good traction 
when driving in snow.

Winter tires (15”) with 
snow chains 2)

Can be useful in snowy conditions, on steep hills or icy 
surfaces. The chains provides a better grip and increase 
the efficiency of the operation.

Technical specifications

Dimensions
Length mm 4305
Width mm 1200
Height / with beacon mm 2000 / 2210

Storage dimensions
Length with / without stand mm 2444 / 2400
Width mm 1115 
Height with / without  stand mm 2012 / 1505

 
Weights 
Weight (spreader) kg 250
Payload (spreader) 1) kg 950

Spreader
Volume l 600 
Loading height mm 1850

Performance
Spreading width mm 1500-6000
Operating speed km/h 1-30

CE certified according to EU directive
1) With no attachment mounted on the A frame.
2) Type approval of the machine does not include turf tires and 15’’ winter tires with snow chains.

Salt and sand 
spreader
- City Ranger 3070


